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ASIA ADVISE GROUP-an integrative enterprise group which have four wholly-owned and holding 

subsidary companies  is a reliable manufacturer & supplier of complete plants and equipments. We 

are deal ing principally in importing and exporting of a wide range of mechanical products and 

engaging in external economic and technical cooperation.

ASIA ADVISE GROUP started to undertake briquette machine from the early 1980's, mainly on 

manufacturing both small briquette maker and commercial briquette machine. Besides, we also offer 

accessorial equipments. Raw materials for briquette machine can be mineral dry powder, biomass 

wastes, charcoal, coal, etc. AAG owns fixed assets of $250 thousand dollars, covering an area of 

13,000 square meters with construction area of 4600 square meters. We have been approved by 

government to import and export and passed the approval of ISO9001: 2000 International Quality 

Certif ication.

Our Eco briquette machine feature high quality, excellent performance and sophisticated technical 

design. We offer our customers considerate and efficient service all around the world. With timely 

delivery and competit ive price, we hope sincerely to become your Chinese supplier and partner in the 

mechanical project. 

AAG Complete Plant Co.,Ltd , a joint venture with Zhengzhou  Co.,Ltd, is an engineering company 

dedicated in design, manufacture, construction, installation and commissioning of the turn-key project 

in oil plant/feed mill f ields.

AAG Enterprise Planning Co., Ltd mainly providing enterprise planning, and B2B promotion for 

Chinese enterprises.

About AAG
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AAG Credentials
We boast a member with China Association of Rural Energy Industry and a member with China Standards 

Institute on Biomass Flat-die Technology. Based upon the certificate of ISO90000 and CE, we also have 

garnered 8 technology patents in R&D of biomass machinery and household oil press. 80% of the products 

have been exported to other countries. The enterprise is also rated as one of A-class enterprises by 

China Customs and one of GOLD suppliers at Made-in-China.com and Alibaba.com.

ISO

CE

Patents :

Integrity-Based

Quality-Oriented

Client-Focused
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R&D

Developing

Manufacturing

Installing

Debugging 

Technical Competence

We have set up a technology R&D center including pellet mill project, briquetting machine, forming 

machine,  renewable equipment and oil press project departments respectively. Among the employees, 

25 of them are top-notch technicians and 8 senior engineers having obtained doctorate or master 

degrees. We dedicate ourselves fully to R&D, manufacturing, installing, and debugging biomass energy 

machines as a whole.
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01 GC-MBP-1000 Mult i funct ional  Biomass Br iquette Press

Equipments:

1.Picture of equipment (main engine, belt feeder, electric control cabinet)

2.Product picture:

Diameter 8mm pellets Diameter 10mm pellets

Diameter 22mm pellets Diameter 70mm briquette
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02 Biomass Br iquett ing Plant

Brief Introduction:

GC-MBP-1000 Multifunctional biomass briquette press is a kind of curing equipment to make wood chips, sawdust, crop 
straws and other agro-forestry wastes into solid fuel through crushing, drying, compressing and molding. After compressing, 
the fuel with massive, small size and high density is apt to store and transport, which makes combustion value increase ten 
times in unit area. And the heat production and anti-refining is close to the coal. This equipmnet adopts screw preloading and 
piston stamping of secondary compression craftspiston compress. Compared to the common briquette machine, oil forced 
cooling ensure equipment lubrication and solve the moisture content demands and deficiencies about mold wear. Many salient 
features: low power consumption, high production efficiency, long service life and low maintenance. 
Biomass rods are widely used in the heating system of industrial production, government, enterprise, domestic service and 
raw material of biomass power plants.

Working principle:

introduction of project:

Material to make Biomass Briquette:

Technical Parameter：

Characteristics:

Raw materials are transferred into the feed tank of biomass briquette press by the conveyor (screw/belt). In feed tank of right 
and left sides, there are two augers whcih presses raw materials into the pressed feed chamber waiting for to be briquetted. 
The main engine impact materials with reciprocating through eccentric driven punch and drifts with 280 times per minutes. The 
raw materials begin to heat up and soften under the extrusion of punch and forming die. Due to the forming die owning necking 
taper, raw material is getting real and harded through multiple impact extrusion and formed finally. Forming of raw material is 
affected by the pressure and temperature. This equipment adopts a slider-crank mechanism acting to materials with high 
frequency, high pressure and high temperature, which ensure molding density can reach 1000-1300kg/m3 and has strong 
adaptability of materials. In addition, each of the device components is forced to lubricate by oil pump so as to ensure 
euqupment continuous operation safely.

1. After repeated tests, different dies are designed to meet the demand of different raw material. So that this device adapts to
a wider range of raw material. (pictures are listed below)
2. The finished fuel is solid rod (as shown below), small cubage, moderate density (0.8-1.2). It is convenient for storage and
transportation, and also beneficial for the anaerobic gasification reaction inside the fuel rod. It improves the calorific value of
raw material up to 3500-5000 kcal.
3. The special material and heat treatment process used in key components extend their service life.
4. The spindle adopts No#45 steel forging under thermal refining and machining operation to mould. And then plate the surface 
with Cr. Thus the device has good strength, toughness, and wearability.
5. This device adopts secondary compression technology which includes screw feeder pre-pressing and piston stamping.

Hexagon briquettes Square shape briquettes 

NO.

1 Main Components

Main Engine

Feeder

Electric control cabinet

Diameter：8、10、22、30、70mm

0.8-1.2 t/h

1000-1300kg/m3

45KW

7000kg

Main engine: 3.4mX2mX1.8m
Electric control cabinet: 1.2mX0.6mX1.2m.

Two

About 80 square meters

Specifications

Capacity

Density

Main engine power

Weight

Dimensions

Operator

Area

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Product name Structure and Equipments

6. Adopting Germany imported bearings with separate lubrication system ensures lubrication and cooling between the moving 
parts, which makes equipment operate normally.
7. Taking into account different characteristics of the material, speed regulating motor or variable frequency motor is equipped 
to regulate feeding rate, which enables different material to be fed uniformly. Specific type of motor can be adjusted according 
to customer’s demand.
8. The device has advantages of low power consumption (produce one ton of biomass rods consume 40 kwh), high production 
efficiency, long service life, and low maintenance rate.
9. Rack section (shown as below) uses high strength steel plates welded together by advanced technology. Reasonable rib
plate structure ensures equipment run smoothly with frequent impact loading.
10. Changing different pressure die can produce different size of fuel  rods(φ70mm/φ30mm) and pellets fuel �φ8mm/φ
10mm/φ22mm). And it is convenient to change and 30minutes will achieve the replacement of mold.

Due to the increase on cost of conventional fuel(such as coal and natural gas) and the need for new energy resources, more 
people start to focus on Biomass fuel business. Biomass briquette is a renewable, clean, eco-friendly energy, especially for 
agricultural countries. This plant can make stick shape wood briquette of different diameter and different shape from biomass 
and agro-forest waste.

Saw dust • Wood Chips • Wood logs • Tree trimmings • Peanut-shell • Rice 

husk • Sugar Cane Bagasse • Sunflower Seed Husk  etc. 
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Flowchart of the Biomass Briquette Technology:

Finished Product Packing Machine 

Crusher Briquette Machine Drier Raw Material 

  

GCBCSeries Br iquette Press

Characteristics:

GCBCSeries Briquette Press is an improved model (Do not need to change Inner Former until input capacity exceed 1000 
tons) after having continuous modifications. Its design is improved and quality is enhanced on basis of 6 years of research and 
working experience of traditional briquette machine. 

1. Long Life of Screw Shaft
We adopted a durable material (high hardness alloy steel) to make the shaft. We use
a different process then what is normally used to make the screw shaft. Our screw
shaft is manufactured with a milling machine which guarantees that the distance
between every screw is the same, and the angle of every screw is the same.

2.Long Life of Inner Former
The Inner Former can be used for 1-2 years. The former is made from a whole steel
bar through a water jet cutting system so that the inner face is smooth. Therefore, it’ll
be easier to form and save energy. This is why the produced briquette is smooth. It
consists of two parts, you need to change only the key part when it is worn.

3. Heating section, we adopted two heat collars which are made from thick copper
wires and are ceramic inside.

4.Forming Hopper
An attractive feature on the forming hopper is that we added a movable plate on the
bottom. It has two functions, one is you can clean it easily. The other is that you can
discharge the inputted material when it is jammed.

5.Lubricating System
We have adopted a lubricating system for the gear box. In order to oil the gear box
properly, it has an exhaust function to maintain consistent air pressure.

6.Auto Cutting System
It’s a simple piece of equipment composed of two steel plates. (Please see the
picture),but briquettes can be automatically cut in uniformed lengths.

Model

Output capacity kg/h

Motor Power (kw)

Electric heater (kw)

Life of the inner former

Size of briquettes

Size of inside hole

Density of briquettes

Weight(kg)

Overall dimension(mm)

GCBC-Ⅰ Briquette machine

180-210

15-18.5kw

2.2*2kw

1-2years

Dia.50mm*L.480mm

Dia.16mm

1.3 g/cm3

700kg

2700*600*1600
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Model

Output capacity kg/h

Motor Power (kw)

Electric heater (kw)

Life of the inner former

Size of briquettes

Size of inside hole

Density of briquettes

Weight(kg)

Overall dimension(mm)

GCBC-Ⅱ Briquette machine

300-350

18.5kw

2.2kw×2

1-2years

Dia.60mm*L.500mm

Dia.16mm

1.3 g/cm3

1000kg

2000*600*1700

Tel: 86-139-06699925
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